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Abstract 
 
This work is divided in two parts related to repair and strengthening of engineering 
structures: the first part deals with the design for strengthening of concrete 
structures by carbon fiber composites. The work focuses on a design program that 
had to be corrected before being released on the market according to the following 
steps: presentation of design rules and materials, development of an own program, 
comparison of the results of this program with a similar commercial program and 
last, verification of the commercial program to be released. 
 
The second part of this work deals with improvement of the design of reinforced 
concrete jacking consoles that are used at lifting bridge decks in order to carry out 
repair or replace bearing devices. In the first step, rules governing the fixing of 
consoles to bridge piers by pre-stressing bars were studied. Next, calculations have 
been carried out to reduce weight without detrimental effects on the load bearing 
capacity of the consoles. Finally, specifications and drawings need to manufacture 
the consoles have been produced.  
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Summary 
 
 
Title: Carbon fiber strengthening and jacking of engineering 
structures 
 
Development of a program for calculation of carbon fiber 
reinforcement needed for strengthening; 
Design of new jacking consoles 
 
 
Author: Amélie Grésille 
 
 
University supervisor: Miklós Molnár, assistant professor, Department of 
Environmental and Building Technology, Lund University 
 
 
Company supervisor:  Fabien Cousteil, Method Engineer, VSL France 
 
 
Problematics: 1. A program for design of carbon fiber strengthening 
exists, but has not been tested and therefore is not usable 
yet.  
 2. The existing jacking consoles are too heavy, difficult to 
handle. 
 
 
Aim: 1. Carry out all the tests in order to correct the program if 
needed, so that it gives right results. 
 2. Design new jacking consoles, easier to handle and 
durable. 
 
 
Method: 1. Create my own calculation program on Excel and use 
other programs to compare the results with those of the 
tested program. Run the program on many examples and 
correct display mistakes. 
2. Get information about the prestressing bars that the 
company uses, study the tension losses due to the 
prestressing, choose the suitable material, design the 
console according to the reglementation and draw plans on 
AutoCAD. 
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Conclusion: 1. All the mistakes I noticed in the program are now 
corrected. The program can now be used for real projects of 
carbon fiber strengthening. 
 2. The consoles I designed have not been improved as much 
as I was expecting at the beginning. Nevertheless all the 
plans and calculations needed for the construction of the 
new consoles are now ready. 
 
Key words: Carbon fiber, Ultimate Limit State (ULS), Serviceability 
Limit State (SLS), stress, deformation, structure, bending, 
strengthening, jacking, prestressing bars, reinforced 
concrete. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background  
Many structures in reinforced concrete, like buildings or bridges, have been built 40, 
50, 60 years ago and needs now to be strengthened or repaired. Their initial function 
can have changed or they can have been damaged by accidents, chemical reactions or 
any other reason. These structures can either be strenghtened in order to increase their 
initial strength, or they can be repaired to help them to recover their initial strength 
and protect them from further damages. 
 
Carbon fiber strengthening is one of the solutions to reinforce structures. This 
increases the resistance of the structure by applying carbon fiber composites on the 
tensed parts of the structure. This carbon fiber strengthening is the subject of the first 
part of this work. There are several other ways to strengthen structures, as it will be 
developped further on. 
 
Jacking of structures, which is the subject of the second part of this work, is necessary 
for different kinds of reperation. It can be used for instance to lift a building to 
reposition it in a correct position, or to lift a bridge deck to change old bearing 
devices underneath. 
 
 
 
1.2 Objectives  
 
Two different subjects were developped during this work. 
 
The first one was to correct a program that gives the amount of carbon fiber needed to 
reinforce a structure. This program already existed when I arrived, and I had to make 
it run, to test it with all possible situations, to compare its result with my own results 
and to make a list of everything that had to be corrected. The aim was to be finally 
able to use it without any doubt about the results it gives, and therefore to use the 
results in real official design projects. 
 
My second objective was to design new jacking consoles (the definition of jacking 
consoles will be given in the following chapters), in order to make them lighter so 
that they are easier to handle for the workers on site. In particular I had to consider 
the possibility of having metal consoles instead of the existing consoles made of 
reinforced concrete. 
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1.3 Presentation of the company 
1.3.1 VSL France 
 
 
Figure 1.1: logo of VSL France 
 
VSL France is a company of Civil Engineering specialised in prestressing, jacking-
pushing, repair of structures, heavy lifting and guying systems. 
VSL France’s head office is in Labège, very close to Toulouse (South West of 
France). 
 
Thirty-four employees work for VSL France. The company got a turnover of 
€9,500,000 in 2008, which gave to the company an benefit of €480,000. 
VSL France is part of the Bouygues group, which is an international industrial group 
present in 80 countries all over the world, with more than 145,000 employees and 
with a turnover of €32,7 billion in 2008. 
 
Here is the position of VSL France in the Bouygues group. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: position of VSL France in the Bouygues group 
 
As it is shown in the figure above, one of the subsidiary companies of Bouygues 
Construction is VSL International. VSL International is present all over the world, it 
has got 3,000 employees of which 900 are engineers or technicians. VSL (for 
Vorspann System Losinger) is one of the world leaders in the prestressing field. It was 
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a subsidiary company of Losinger, which is the third biggest group of construction in 
Switzerland. Bouygues Construction bought Losinger in 1990, that is how VSL 
became part of the Bouygues group. VSL International is now directly attached to 
Bouygues Construction, while VSL France is attached to Bouygues France Europe 
which is itself attached to Bouygues Construction. 
 
 
1.3.2 Bouygues Construction 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3: logo of Bouygues Construction 
 
 
Bouygues Construction belongs to the Bouygues group, one of the largest French 
industrial groups, gathering more than 145,000 people all over the world and acting in 
the following fields:  
- Buildings and Public Works with Bouygues Construction (owned at 100%) 
- Real Estate with Bouygues Immobilier (100%) 
- Roads with Colas (96,8%) 
- Telecommunications with Bouygues Telecom (89,5%) 
- Media with TF1 (43%) 
- Energy – Transport with Alstom (30%) 
 
In 2008, Bouygues Construction had 53,700 employees (including 24,700 in France) 
and had a turnover of €9,5 billions. 
 
 
 
1.4 Note about this document 
This paper is divided into two main parts: the first one concerns carbon fiber 
strengthening while the second part deals with jacking consoles.  
In this second part, some calculations about the reinforcemement bars of consoles will 
be willfully missing because of the confidential character they have. The formulas 
used for these calculations, as well as the results, will be given in the report, but not 
the details of the calculation. 
This was asked by the company since they want to use these calculations to justify the 
consoles they use, and they do not want everybody to have access to them. 
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2. Structural strengthening by carbon fiber 
2.1 Principle of the strengthening 
2.1.1 Different kinds of strengthening 
A structural strengthening is needed when a structure has been built to resist to a 
particular system of loads and when this system of loads has changed with time. For 
example, this can happen for bridges when the trafic loads increase as the number of 
heavy vehicles increases, or when the deck has to be widened in order to have an 
additional lane. In these cases, the bridge has to be strengthened. The same with 
buildings: a room designed for an office for example needs to be strengthened if we 
change its function into a storage room. 
A strengthening can also be needed when new regulations come up with more 
restrictive safety factors. 
Sometimes, the structure needs to be repaired (not reinforced) when it has been 
damaged chemically (carbonation, alkali-aggregate reaction, corrosion of 
reinforcement bars…) or by accident, for instance because of earthquakes, car 
accidents or fire. 
 
This work only considers strengthening of reinforced concrete. 
 
Different kinds of strengthening are possible: shotcrete with additional reinforcement, 
external prestressing, and of course carbon fiber which will be studied in this report. 
 
Shotcrete is used for the strengthening (if the loads have increased) or the repairing of 
the structure (if the structure’s resistance has decreased because of damages and 
deteriorations). This method consists in applying a small layer of concrete onto a 
prepared surface so that the new concrete and the old concrete constitute one 
homogenous structure with a higher resistance than the old one, thanks to the larger 
amount of concrete and to a weldmesh set inside the new concrete. 
Carbon fiber strengthening and jacking of engineering structures 
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Figure 2.1: shortcrete technology 
 
Another kind of strengthening is external prestressing. As it is shown in the Figure 
2.2 below, this method consists in fixing cables at different places along the element 
that needs to be reinforced. These cables are then tensioned in order to have a new 
stressing distribution in the structure. 
VSL is one of the leaders in prestressing technology, besides it has a European 
Technical Approval (ETA-06/0006) that gives VSL an international recognition. 
 
    
Figure 2.2: external prestressing – Incarville’s Viaduc 
 
Carbon fiber strengthening will be now presented with more details, since it is the 
subject of this work. 
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2.1.2 Presentation of carbon fiber products 
Two different kinds of products are available for carbon fiber strengthening: fabrics 
and laminates. Fabrics, also called carbon sheets (C-sheets), can be either uni-
directional or bi-directional, which means that the C-sheets can take the stresses in 
only one direction for the uni-directional fabric or in two perpendicular directions for 
the bi-directional fabric. 
 
 
     
Figure 2.3: Carbon sheet on the left picture and laminates on the right picture 
 
 
For carbon fiber strengthening, carbon fibers are imbedded in a matrix of epoxy resin. 
The composite is bonded to the structure that has to be strengthened. 
When the carbon fibers are supplied as a pre-cured laminate, the laminate is already 
embedded into the epoxy matrix and it is directly pasted on the surface. On the 
contrary, when they are supplied as a fabric, the embedment into the epoxy matrix 
takes place on site by hand lamination. 
 
 
 
2.1.3 Carbon fiber: how it works 
Strengthening by carbon fiber is very interesting when the loads to be taken are not 
too large. This strengthening method is relatively easy and fast to put in place, 
because carbon is a very light material and the application is very simple. Moreover, 
contrary to a strengthening with steel, the carbon fiber composite is not sensible to 
corrosion, which is favourable from a durability point of view.  
 
Carbon fiber works by resisting a load difference in comparison with an initial state. 
Two different load states need to be considered: at the moment when the structure is 
to be strengthened, and after the strengthening. Indeed, the carbon fiber composite 
needs a load difference to work efficiently: if the structure is already fully loaded at 
the moment of the strengthening, it means that the carbon fiber composite is applied 
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on a surface that is already stretched at its maximum and the carbon fibers will 
therefore not be tensioned, that is to say they are useless. 
 
The important point is then to unload the structure as much as possible before the 
strengthening, for example by stopping the traffic and removing a part of the 
permanent load by taking away the cover layer of the road. Ideally, only the dead load 
of the structure should remain. Once the carbon fiber strengthening has been put in 
place, the road cover can be applied again and the traffic is permitted. These 
additional loads will tend to deform the strengthened structure, but these deformations 
can now be taken by the carbon fiber composite through tension stresses. 
 
 
2.1.4 Situations when the carbon fiber strengthening is possible 
The main use of carbon fiber is to strengthen structures against bending moments and 
shear forces. These strengthenings are carried out according to official documents 
such as the Avis Technique in France, delivered by the CSTB (CSTB = Scientific and 
Technical Centre for Buildings) where the companies describe their products, their 
process, the terms of use. Design of carbon fiber strengthening in France is regulated 
by the AFGC (French Agency of Civil Engineering), whose conclusions are written in 
a book: Réparation et renforcement des structures en béton au moyen des matériaux 
composites – Recommandations provisoires, which means: Repair and strengthening 
of concrete structures using composite materials – Temporary recommendations. 
This document also describes the process of confinement of columns by carbon fiber, 
in order to increase the column’s resistance to a normal load. 
 
A fourth application, currently under study by the working team of the AFGC, 
concerns the strengthening to punching. The carbon fiber strengthening should then 
replace the punching shear strengthening when it is needed. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: different kinds of carbon fiber strengthening 
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2.1.5 Calculation principle 
Concerning the strengthening to bending stresses, the carbon fiber composite is 
applied on the surface of the member that is subject to tensile stresses to reduce 
deformations. The calculation principle, to know how much carbon fiber is needed, is 
to choose an arbitrary section of carbon fiber and to check whether the strains of each 
material (concrete, steel, carbon) are below the limit values or not for the Ultimate 
Limit State (ULS), and also to check whether the stresses in each material are below 
the limit values at the Serviceability Limit State (SLS). These limit values will be 
given in the next chapter. 
 
Concerning the strengthening to shear forces, the carbon fiber composite is applied on 
the web of the beam to increase its resistance to shear forces. The calculation is very 
similar to that carried out to calculate the steel stirrups of reinforced concrete. In this 
document, I will only talk about the strengthening to bending moment, because it is 
the task that asked the most work. 
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2.2 The V2C process of VSL France 
 
2.2.1 Carbon fiber products used by VSL France 
VSL France uses two different kinds of carbon fiber products: the first ones are rolls 
of carbon fiber sheet, and the second are carbon fiber laminates, where the carbon 
fibers are already in an epoxy matrix (see also section 2.1.2). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: beams and slabs reinforced by carbon fiber laminates (black strips) 
 
 
 
 
The products used in the V2C process of VSL France are S&P CFK laminates and 
S&P C-sheets. They are manufactured by the company S&P Reinforcement. The Avis 
Technique (cf. Appendix 1) gives their main characteristics. Carbon fibers have a 
linear elastic brittle behaviour, with characteristics shown below:  
 
 
 
 
Laminates: 
 
 Laminate CFK 
150/2000 
Laminate CFK 
200/2000 
Modulus of elasticity Ef 165 GPa 205 GPa 
Available thickness 1,2 and 1,4 mm 1,2 and 1,4 mm 
Maximum strain – ULS: εfd 7 ‰ 6,5 ‰ 
Maximum tensile stress – ULS: ffd 1148 MPa 1332 MPa 
Maximum tensile stress – SLS: σf,SLS 400 MPa 500 MPa 
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C-sheets: 
 
 C-sheet 240 
(200 g/m²) 
C-sheet 240 
(300 g/m²) 
C-sheet 640 
(400 g/m²) 
Modulus of elasticity Ef 84 GPa 76,8 GPa 173 Gpa 
Theoretical thickness 0,334 mm 0,550 mm 0,678 mm 
Maximum strain – ULS: εfd 7 ‰ 7 ‰ 1,6 ‰ 
Maximum tensile stress – ULS: ffd 590 MPa 540 MPa 280 MPa 
Maximum tensile stress – SLS: σf,SLS 280 MPa 254 MPa 140 MPa 
 
The calculation is similar to a traditional calculation of reinforced concrete and will 
be described more precisely further in this work. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: model for calculation in the Ultimate Limit State 
 
 
 
The section of carbon fiber, Af, should be large enough so that the total section 
(concrete + steel + carbon) can resist the bending moment in the ULS. The following 
characteristic values are known: 
 
- Steel: 
o Modulus of elasticity: Es = 200 GPa 
o Yield stress: fe  
o Safety factor for steel: γs = 1,15 
o Design value of the yield stress at the ULS: fed = fe / γs 
o Maximum strain in the ULS: εs = 10 ‰ 
 
- Concrete: 
o Caracteristic compressive strength after 28 days: fc28  
o Safety factor for concrete: γc = 1,5 
o Design value of compressive strength at the ULS: fcd= 0,85 fc28 / γc  
o Modulus of instantaneous longitudinal deformation of concrete after j 
days: Eij = 11000 fcj1/3 with fcj in MPa 
Carbon fiber strengthening and jacking of engineering structures 
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o Modulus of long term longitudinal deformation of concrete after j 
days: Evj = 3700 fcj1/3
o Maximum shortening of concrete at the ULS: εcu = 3,5 ‰ 
  
 
- Carbon fiber: 
o Linear stress-elongation curve: σf = Ef · εf (these values are given in 
the tables on the previous page, they depend of the product). 
 
 
 
2.2.2 Calculation in the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) 
A first formula gives the minimum section needed of carbon fiber, with the 
assumption that both the compressed and the tensioned steel bars are in the plastic 
domain in the ULS (which means: σs = fed = fe / γs). 
 
Equation of bending moments around the carbon fiber composite:  
 
(1) ( )' 0 0 0( ') ( ) 0,8 0,4u s ed s ed cdM A f h d A f h d b y f h y= ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ −  
 
where: 
- Mu = bending moment at the ULS 
- As’ = section of the compressed steel bars 
- As = section of the tensioned steel bars  
- h = height of the concrete beam section 
- b0 = width of the concrete beam section  
- d = distance between the upper concrete fiber (the most compressed) and the 
center of gravity of the tensioned steel bars  
- d’ = distance between the upper concrete fiber and the center of gravity of the 
compressed steel bars 
- y0 = distance between the upper concrete fiber and the neutral axis of the 
section 
 
The simple rectangle diagram is used to describe the stress distribution in the 
concrete: the stress is equal to fcd from the upper fiber of the concrete until 0,8 y0, and 
it is zero elsewhere, as it is explained in the BAEL (article A.4.3,42) which is the 
French reglementation about reinforced concrete. 
 
If we call z the distance between the resultant of the compressive stresses of the 
concrete (which is 0,4 y0 far from the upper concrete fiber) and the carbon fiber 
composite (which is at a distance h from the upper concrete fiber), we have the 
following relation: z = h – 0,4y0. 
 
The Avis Technique introduces a new parameter:  
μu = 0,8 y0 (h – 0,4y0) / h² = (2h – 2z)·z / h² 
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Equation (1) can then be written: 
 
(2) ' 0( ') ( ) ²u s ed s ed u cdM A f h d A f h d b h fµ= ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅  
 
Which can also be written: 
(3)   '
0
( ) ( ')
²
u s ed s ed
u
cd
M A f h d A f h d
b f h
µ
+ ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ −
=
⋅ ⋅
 
 
In this equation (3), all the elements of the right part are known, which means that we 
can calculate the numerical value of μu. 
 
Then, the equation:                μu = (2h – 2z)·z / h²   
 
which can also be written:    
²² 0
2
uhz hz µ− + =   
has got  ( )0,5 1 2 1 2 uz h µ= + −  as a solution, which gives the numerical value of 
z, since h and μu are known. 
 
Equation of bending moments around the resultant of compressive stresses in the 
concrete (which is at a distance z from upper concrete fiber): 
 
'( ( )) (( ') )u s ed s ed f fdM A f z h d A f h d z A z f= ⋅ ⋅ − − + ⋅ ⋅ − − + ⋅ ⋅  
 
where Af  is the minimum section of carbon fiber needed to resist to the bending 
moment Mu.  
 
This last equation gives Af : 
( )( ) ( )( )' 'u s ed s ed
f
fd
M A f z h d A f h d z
A
z f
− ⋅ ⋅ − − − ⋅ ⋅ − −
=
⋅
 
 
Now that the section Af is known, it is possible to know the strains in each material 
and to make sure that they are lower than the limits: 
- strain of the carbon fiber: εf = εfd (maximum elongation at the ULS); 
- strain of the upper concrete fiber: εc ≤ 3,5‰ ; 
- strain of the tensioned steel bars: εs,inf ≤ 10‰; 
 
The initial assumptions (εs,inf >  fed / Es  and   εs,sup >  fed / Es) can now be checked. If 
the first assumption is not valid, it means that the tensile steel bars have not reached 
their yield limit when the failure occurs. The section will then have a brittle failure in 
the ULS, which is not wanted. This is a drawback of carbon fiber strengthening: the 
ductility of the section decreases, since the maximal strain of carbon fiber εfd  is lower 
than 10‰, and that the final stress in tensile steel bars εs,inf is lower than εfd . 
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2.2.3 Calculation in the Serviceability Limit State (SLS) 
With the section Af of carbon fiber given in the previous paragraph, the section can 
resist to the bending moment at the ULS. It is now necessary to make sure that this 
section is sufficient to stay below the limit stress values of each material at the SLS.  
 
This calculation is done in two steps. The first one consists in calculating the stresses 
in the different materials just before the strengthening, when the structure is ready for 
the strengthening but not reinforced yet, which means when the structure has been 
unloaded as much as possible. These stresses should be lower than the limit values 
(they will be detailed below). Otherwise the carbon fiber strengthening is useless. 
 
Then, if the stresses are acceptable just before the strengthening, it is time for the 
second step: to check that the structure with carbon fiber composite can resist to the 
final bending moment at the SLS, when all the loads are taken into account (dead 
weight + service loads). These additional loads will create a variation of the bending 
moment: ΔMs = Msf – Ms0   where Msf is the final bending moment and Ms0 is the 
bending moment just before the strengthening. The idea is to calculate the stresses in 
each material (including in the cartbon fiber composite, which was not present in the 
first step) corresponding to a bending moment ΔMs. The final stresses will then be 
equal to the sum of the stresses of the second step (section with carbon fiber with a 
bending moment ΔMs) and the stresses of the first step (section without carbon fiber 
and with a bending moment Ms0). These final stresses have to be smaller than the 
limit values given below: 
 
- Upper concrete fiber: σc,ELS = 0,6 fc28 
 
- Compressed and tensioned steel bars:  
o Non-damaging cracks: σsinf,ELS = σssup,ELS = fe 
o Damaging cracks:  
σsinf,ELS = σssup,ELS = ( )2 ; 0,5 ; 1103 e e tjMin f Max f fη
 
 
 
 
where η = 1 for plain bars, 1.6 for high adhesion bars with a diameter 
higher than 6 mm, and 1.3 mm for high adhesion bars with a diameter 
lower than 6 mm (BAEL, A.4.5,33), 
and ftj = 0,6 + 0,06 fcj  (MPa)  is the tensile strength of a concrete that has 
a compressive strength of fcj MPa (BAEL, A.2.1,12). 
 
- Carbon fiber: 
o Laminate CFK150/2000: 400 MPa; 
o Laminate CFK200/2000: 500 MPa; 
o C-sheet 240 (200g/m²): 240 MPa; 
o C-sheet 240 (300g/m²): 254 Mpa; 
o C-sheet 640 (400g/m²): 140 MPa. 
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If the calculated final stresses in the materials are larger than the limits given above, it 
means that more carbon fiber is needed, the section Af has to be increased in order to 
satisfy the SLS. 
 
 
2.2.4 Verification of the slip stress 
 
The shear stress τslip between the carbon fiber composite and the concrete has to be 
lower than the limit stress τu at the ULS. 
 
According the Avis Technique V2C, the limit slip stress is:  
min 2 ;
1,5
tk
u
fMPaτ  =  
 
 
where ftk is the characteristic superficial cohesion of concrete, that can be found by 
doing cohesion tests on the concrete (on site). 
 
The slip stress in the composite at the ULS is calculated with the following formula: 
,4 f f ELUslip
f f
A
b L
σ
τ
×
= ×
×
 
where: f f fA t b= ×  is the section of carbon fiber composite; 
σf,ELU   is the stress in the composite of section Af, submitted to the bending moment in 
the ULS; 
bf   is the composite’s width in contact with the concrete surface; 
Lf   is the composite’s length in contact with the concrete surface; 
tf    is the composite’s thickness. 
 
 
 
2.2.5 Verification of the anchorage of laminates 
 
The ancorage length is the minimum length necessary so that the stresses can be 
transferred from the composite to the structure. According to the Avis Technique V2C, 
studies have been carried out about anchorage zones of carbon fiber laminates, and 
they showed that there is a peak of stresses in this area: they are much larger than the 
stresses average and they can lead to the delamination of the composite. The area 
where strengthening is needed is called the effective strengthening zone. When the 
structure is strenghened by carbon fiber laminates, an anchorage length Lbd is needed 
on both sides of this effective strengthening zone, to ensure the transfer of stresses to 
the concrete structure. 
According to the Avis Technique V2C, the anchorage length Lbd is given by: 
f f
bd
ctd
E t
L
f
×
=  
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where  Ef  is the modulus of elasticity of the composite, in MPa; 
tf     is the thickness of the composite, in mm; 
fctd = τu   is the design value of the superficial cohesion of the concrete, in MPa; 
fctd = min 2 ;
1,5
tkfMPa  
 
. 
 
The anchorage length for sheets is much smaller than for laminates, since they are 
much thiner and wider. According the Avis Technique, a 10 cm anchorage length is 
sufficient. 
 
The maximum force that the anchorage zone can resist is: 
0,5bd f f t f f ctdF b k k E t f= × × × × × ×  
where  bf   is the composite’s width in contact with the concrete, in mm;  
kt = 1 if the structure is indoor and kt = 0,9  outdoor; 
kf   is a shape factor (for example the larger bf is compared to b0, the less diffusion of 
stress can occur in the concrete, the smaller the capacity force Fbd is):   
0
2
1,06
1
400
f
f
f
b
bk b
−
= ×
+
 ; 
where b0  is the width of the concrete section that needs to be reinforced, in mm.  
 
We need to check that the force in the composite at the beginning of the anchorage 
zone (at a point called point E, which is at a distance XE from the support) is lower 
than the maximum acceptable force Fbd. The position of XE is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.7: position of the point E, where the verification of the anchorage is done 
 
 
XE = ai + f + Lbd + aL    
 
With: 
ai = off-set due to the real support, which is not just a theroretical point;  
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f = distance between the support extremity and the laminate extremity;  
Lbd = anchorage length;  
aL = off-set of the curve of moments, due to the presence of cracks.  
 
To calculate the force in the composite at the position XE, we need to know the 
bending moment at XE, then we calculate the stress in the laminate σf,E at this point. 
The force at the position XE is: 
Ff,E = σf,E Af 
 
Finally we need to check that: 
Ff,E < Fbd 
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2.3 Development of a calculation program  
A special calculation program on Excel was created in order to test the V3C program.  
 
An existing design software was also used to compare the results of the V3C 
program: S&P FRP Lamella (“FRP” stands for “Fiber Reinforced Polymer”), which 
is a program created by the Swiss company S&P Clever Reinforcement Company AG, 
provider of carbon fiber elements for VSL France. The problem is that this program 
does not take into account the French standard, concerning for example stress limits 
of materials. This software was however very useful to test the Excel program that 
was created for this work, and then the V3C program. The objective was to check that 
the results were similar between the three programs: the V3C that had to be tested, the 
existing program Lamella, and the Excel program developped in this work. 
Creating a personal Excel program is a good tool for the correction of the V3C 
program: first, it is a way to understand and apply the design method that is described 
in the document of the AFGC, and more particularly in the Avis Technique V2C. 
Then, once it is running correctly (the results are similar to those of the software S&P 
Lamella mentioned above), it is an essential way to detect possible mistakes in the 
V3C program: formulas of the Excel program could be changed until it gives the 
same result as the V3C program (a factor 2 missing for example, or a problem of 
units…). 
 
The following part will describe this Excel program. 
 
 
2.3.1 Data that the program needs to run 
The data that the program needs to run are the same as the ones the V3C program 
needs (the V3C will be presented further). The user has to enter them. 
First, the geometry of the section has to be entered (it can be a rectangular beam or a 
T-shaped beam). 
 
Data:   
   
Geometry     
 h (m) 0,800 
 b (m) 0,500 
 Cover layer (m) 0,060 
 d' (m) 0,060 
 d (m) 0,740 
 
 
 
Then, we need to know the characteristics of the concrete: the characteristic 
compressive strength, the modulus of elasticity, the characteristic tensile strength, 
from which we can then calculate the design values (ULS and SLS): 
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Concrete     
 fcj (Pa) 2,500E+07 
 gamma_c 1,500E+00 
 Ec (Pa=N/m²) 1,082E+10 
 fcd (Pa) 1,417E+07 
 
 
The same for the tensioned and compressed steel bars: we need to know the 
characteristic yield limit of the steel, the modulus of elasticity and the total section of 
steel. 
 
Tensioned steel bars   
 fe (Pa) 4,000E+08 
 Es (Pa=N/m²) 2,000E+11 
 gamma_s 1,150 
 Section As1 (m²) 6,980E-04 
 fed (Pa) 3,478E+08 
 epsilon_elast ELS 2,000E-03 
 n 18,486 
 
Compressed steel bars   
 fe (Pa) 4,000E+08 
 Es (Pa) 2,000E+11 
 gamma_s 1,150 
 Section As2 (m²) 1,570E-04 
 fed (Pa) 3,478E+08 
 epsilon_elast ELS 2,000E-03 
 
 
Then we need to know the characteristics of the carbon fiber composite: the modulus 
of elasticity and the limit stress at the ULS and the SLS (given in the Avis Technique) 
 
Carbon     
 Ef (Pa) 1,650E+11 
 ffd (ELU) (Pa) 1,148E+09 
 sigma_f lim (ELS) (Pa) 4,000E+08 
 n' 15,251 
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Finally we need to know the loads that apply on the structure: the bending moment at 
the ULS (Mu), the bending moment at the SLS just before the strengthening (Ms0), and 
the bending moment at the SLS with the final loads (Msf). 
 
Loads     
 Mu (N.m) 6,000E+05 
 Msf (N.m) 2,500E+05 
 Ms0 (N.m) 1,000E+05 
 
 
 
2.3.2 Minimum section of carbon fiber  
Thanks to the formulas of the Avis Technique that have been explained previously (cf. 
section 2.2.2), we can find the minimum section of carbon fiber that is needed to 
fulfill the ULS. This section appears in dark grey in the table below. 
In the next cell (light grey in the table below), the user decides the section of carbon 
fiber they want to have (preferably higher than the minimum section above). It is this 
last value that will be used to do all the following calculations. 
In the example below, the user chose to take the minimum section of carbon fiber. 
 
 
Results:   
    
V3C ELU  
  mu_u 1,267E-01 
  z 7,456E-01 
  section Af mini 5,068E-04 
  Af chosen 5,068E-04 
 
 
 
2.3.3 Verification of the stresses at the SLS  
The stresses in each material are first calculated just before the strengthening. It 
means that the whole section has for the moment only concrete and steel bars, there is 
no carbon fiber composite yet. The bending moment is Ms0.  
 
The stresses are calculated as it is explained in the Avis Technique V2C: first the 
position y0 of the neutral axis is found thanks to the modular ratio steel/concrete 
(called n in the Avis Technique V2C). The section is supposed to be cracked. 
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Figure 2.8: model of a reinforced concrete section 
 
 
Moment equilibrium around the neutral axis y0 gives: 
( ) ( ) ( )00 0 ' 0 0' '2 s s f
yb y nA y d nA d y n A h y× + − = − + −  
 
This gives an equation of degree 2 for y0, and the solution of this equation is: 
'
0
0
'
s s f
nn A A A
ny
b
 − + + + ∆ 
 =  
where:         
2
' 0 '
' '2 's s f s s f
n nn A A A nb A d A d A h
n n
    ∆ = + + + + +        
 
 
At that time, there is no carbon fiber yet, so we have Af = 0. 
 
 
Δ 9,972E-03 
y0 1,681E-01 
inertia I0 5,046E-03 
 
Once the value of y0 is known, it is possible to get the moment of inertia I0 of the 
section without carbon fiber. Then it is easy to have the stresses in each material:  
 
- concrete: 00 0
0
S
bc
M y
I
σ =  
- tensioned steel bars: ( )0inf 0 0
0
S
s
Mn d y
I
σ = × −  
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- compressed steel bars: ( )0sup0 0
0
'Ss
Mn y d
I
σ = × −  
sigma_bc0 (Pa) 3,332E+06 
sigma_s10 (Pa) 2,095E+08 
sigma_s20 (Pa) 3,961E+07 
 
Then it is time for the second step: after strengthening with the final loads at the SLS. 
The variation of moment ΔMs = Ms0 - Msf  creates new stresses in the materials. We 
do the same calculations as in the first step, but this time with the presence of carbon 
fiber. The modular coefficient carbon composite / concrete is called n’. There is 
therefore a new moment of inertia I1 due to the carbon fiber composite, which implies 
a new position y1 of the neutral axis.  
 
Δ 1,646E-02 
y1 2,095E-01 
inertia I1 7,924E-03 
 
The additional stresses in each material, due to the variation of bending moment ΔMs, 
are: 
- concrete: 1
1
S
bc
M y
I
σ
∆
∆ =  
- tensioned steel bars: ( )inf 1
1
S
s
Mn d y
I
σ
∆
∆ = × −  
- compressed steel bars: ( )sup 1
1
'Ss
Mn y d
I
σ
∆
∆ = × −  
- carbon fiber: ( )1
1
' Sf
Mn h y
I
σ
∆
∆ = × −  
 
delta sigma_bc (Pa) 3,966E+06 
delta sigma_s1 (Pa) 1,856E+08 
delta sigma_s2 (Pa) 5,232E+07 
delta sigma_f (Pa) 1,705E+08 
 
Finally we can have the final stresses in each material, by adding up stresses of the 
first step (before strengthening) with stresses of the second step due to the variation of 
bending moment (superposition principle):  
 
- concrete: 0bc bc bcσ σ σ= + ∆  
- tensioned steel bars: inf inf 0 infs s sσ σ σ= + ∆  
- compressed steel bars: sup sup0 sups s sσ σ σ= + ∆  
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- carbon fiber: 0f fσ σ= + ∆  
 
sigma_bc (Pa) 7,298E+06  < 0,6*fc28 1,500E+07 OK 
sigma_s1 (Pa) 3,952E+08  < fe 4,000E+08 OK 
sigma_s2 (Pa) 9,193E+07  < fe 4,000E+08 OK 
sigma_f (Pa) 1,705E+08  < sigma_f lim 4,000E+08 OK 
 
The program shows whether these final stresses are lower than the limit values or not. 
If this is correct, it means that the chosen section of carbon fiber is correct for the 
SLS. If the final stresses are higher than the limit values, the user needs to enter a 
larger section of carbon fiber and to do the verification again, until the final stresses 
are low enough to fulfill the SLS requirements. 
 
 
 
2.3.4 Verification of the ULS  
As it has already been said, the Avis Technique V2C gives a minimum value of the 
section of carbon fiber that is needed so that the whole section can resist to a bending 
moment Mu at the ULS. 
 
The program developed in this work can calculate the resistance moment MRd of the 
reinforced beam at the ULS thanks to the “pivot method”. Once this moment is 
known, it is simple to verify that MRd is larger than the bending moment Mu in the 
ULS. 
  
Here is how the “pivot method” works: all the sections of the materials are known 
(the user gives them himself in the program). The only thing missing to be able to 
calculate the deformations in each material is the position of the neutral axis y0 at the 
ULS. The idea is to work by iteration: the user chooses arbitrarily a value for y0. Once 
we have y0, we can find out which material will be the “pivot”, it means which 
material will reach its limit deformation first. If it is the tensioned steel bars that will 
reach their limit first (εs = 1%), it will be the Pivot A. For the concrete, it will be the 
Pivot B (εc = 0.35%), and for the carbon, it will be the Pivot D.  
 
Figure 2.9 below shows the way we know what will be the pivot once we have the 
position of the neutral axis. This figure represents the strain distribution in a section 
of reinforced concrete without carbon fiber, to be easier to understand. However the 
principle for a section with carbon fiber is the same. 
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Figure 2.9: choice of the pivot according to the position of the neutral axis 
 
If the position of the neutral axis y0  is equal to 
0,35
0,35 1AB
y d= ×
+
  where d is the 
position of the tensioned steel bars, then both steel and concrete are pivots: they reach 
their limit at the same time, for the same bending moment (this is what is called 
balanced failure). 
If y0 < yAB, then the tensioned steel bars reach their limit first, so it is Pivot A. 
If y0 > yAB, then the concrete reaches its limit first, so it is Pivot B. 
 
For a section with carbon fiber underneath, the linearity of the strain distribution 
implies that the elongation in the carbon fiber will be higher than the elongation in the 
tensioned steel bars. Yet the limit value of elongation of the carbon fiber is 0.7% 
maximum, while the limit value of elongation of the tensioned steel bars is 1%. This 
means that the steel can never reach its limit value of 1% elongation, because the 
carbon fiber will always reach its limit value of 0.7% first. 
In a section with carbon fiber strengthening, the pivot is therefore either Pivot B 
(concrete) or Pivot D (carbon fiber composite). 
 
To know whether the pivot is Pivot B or Pivot D, the position of the neutral axis has 
to be compared not to yAB but to 
0,35
0,35BD fd
y h
ε
= ×
+
  where h is the beam’s height 
and εfd is the design limit elongation at the ULS (this value is given in the Avis 
Technique, it depends on the kind of carbon fiber composite that is chosen). 
 
 
To put in a nutshell:  
1. The user chooses a position for the neutral axis y0; 
2. By comparison to yBD they know what material is the Pivot, which means that 
they know the strain in this material; 
 d 
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3. By knowing one strain and the position of the neutral axis, they can deduct 
the strains of all the other materials; 
4. By knowing all the strains, they can deduct all the stresses since they know 
the constitutive laws for each material; 
5. From these stresses, they can deduct all the resultant forces: 
- Concrete: rectangular diagram is used for the distribution of stresses. 
This gives a resultant compressive force: 00.8b cdF y b f= × × , at the  
distance  z = 0.4 y0  from the upper concrete fiber 
- Compressed steel bars:  ,sup ,sup ,sups s sF A σ= ×  
- Tensioned steel bars: ,inf ,inf ,infs s sF A σ= ×  
- Carbon fiber composite : f f fF A σ= ×  
6. The first assumption about the position of the neutral axis has now to be 
checked: if this position were correct, the equilibrium of forces should give: 
Fcompression = Ftension , or in other words:  Fb + Fs,sup = Fs,inf + Ff. 
7. If the equilibrium above is correct (this is very rare after the first attempt…), 
it means that the assumption about y0 was correct, and that all calculations 
and deductions from point 2 to point 6 were correct. If the equilibrium does 
not work with the values of point 5, it means that the chosen y0 was wrong. 
The user should start again this list of steps with a new chosen y0, having in 
mind that if Fcompression > Ftension, the value for y0 should be decreased, and if 
Fcompression < Ftension, the value for y0 should be increased. 
 
At the end of the iteration, all the strains, stresses and forces are known. The resistant 
moment at the ULS is therefore (moment equilibrium around the carbon composite): 
( ) ( ) ( )0 ,sup ,inf0, 4 'Rd b s sM F h y F h d F h d= × − + × − − × −  
 
It is now possible to compare the bending moment at the ULS Mu to the resistant 
moment MRd. If all goes well, the result should be Mu < MRd. 
 
The example on the following page shows the steps of the calculation. All the 
characteristics of the materials, the loads and the geometry do not appear on this 
figure, they are in other cells. 
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Figure 2.10: results given by the “Pivot method”  
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2.4 The calculation program V3C 
2.4.1 History of the program 
The V3C program was created by the computation department of Bouygues TP. Like 
the program developed during this work and described in the previous section, the 
V3C program is supposed to tell the user if a given section of carbon fiber will be 
sufficient to make the beam resist the loads in the ULS and the SLS.  
 
The V3C program was in an evaluation period when this work started: a version of 
the program was available for VSL France but it was not guaranteed that it was 
running correctly, so it could not be used in official calculation notes, for real 
projects. The goal of this work was then to check the validity of the results, in order to 
be able to use the V3C program in real design projects. 
 
The interface of the V3C program is an Excel file, but this Excel file uses a more 
complicated program called “SBAEL” that does all the calculations of stresses and 
deformations. I did not have any access to the program code, I could only run the 
“SBAEL” and see the results on the Excel sheet. However here comes a short 
description of how the “SBAEL” program works. 
 
The program “SBAEL” works like a finite element program: once the section is 
known, the program creates a mesh.  
 
 
Figure 2.11: piece of mesh made of concrete,  
with the element point in the middle 
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Figure 2.12: section of a concrete beam (in grey) 
with four steel points of mesh (in black) 
 
 
For the bending design, a first calculation is done for the SLS whithout carbon fiber, 
at the initial state. Then another calculation is done on the deformed beam, this time 
with carbon fiber composites, at the final state. A third calculation is done for the 
ULS, without the initial step. 
 
The calculation is done this way: a small variation of strain is applied and the stresses 
are calculated. Then, forces and moments in the whole beam are calulated by 
integration. These forces and moments are compared with the external bending 
moment and normal force. If the equilibrium is not reached, another small variation of 
strain is applied, and the calculations are done again, until the equilibrium is reached 
or the limit number of iterations is reached. In this last case, the equilibrium is 
supposed imposible to reach, which means failure of the beam. 
 
My task was to run the programs for various configurations and to identify 
differences. Identified differences were reported to the creator of the V3C program at 
Bouygues TP for further verifications. 
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2.4.2 Description of the V3C program 
The user interface of the V3C program has four sheets: one called “Démarrage” that 
can be translated by “Start”, “Flexion” meaning “Bending”, “Ancrage” meaning 
“Anchorage” and “Tranchant” meaning “Shear force”. 
 
“Start” sheet: the user can write the name of the project, its identification number and 
other kinds of information. It is similar to a “book cover”.  
 
 
Figure 2.13: “Start” sheet of the Excel file V3C 
 
 
 
 
“Bending” sheet: is the tab that the Excel program created in this work and presented 
in section 2.3 is supposed to check. The user chooses a section (geometry, materials) 
with loads applying to this section and by clicking on the macroinstruction “SBAEL” 
at the bottom of the page, deformations and stresses in each materials are calculated.  
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Figure 2.14: V3C information about the section, chosen by the user, in the “Bending” sheet 
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Here are the results obtained after having clicked on the macroinstruction “Calcul 
SBAEL”:  
 
 
Figure 2.15: V3C results from the SBAEL calculation in the “Bending” sheet 
 
 
Verifications are “OK” if the calculated values are under the limit values. If the limit 
values are overstepped, a red “NO” appears instead of the green “OK”. In that case, 
the carbon fiber section needs to be increased and the program should be run again. 
 
 
The verification of the slip stress is also done in this “Bending” tab, see also section 
2.2.5: 
  
 
Figure 2.16: V3C verification of the slip stress in the “Bending” sheet  
 
 
 
“Anchorage” sheet: enables to check that the force in the carbon composite in the 
anchorage zone (position XE) is lower than the limit force Fbd (called “Effort Adm.” in 
the program), see also section 2.2.6.  
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Figure 2.17: “Anchorage” sheet of the V3C 
 
 
“Shear force” sheet: is used to check the resistance of a section to  shear forces. I also 
made an Excel program to check these results, but this is not the point in this report 
since I focussed on the strengthening to bending moment. 
 
 
2.4.3 Corrections of the program 
After I have done my own Excel program, I could compare my results with those of 
the V3C program. Most of the results were similar, and for those that were different, 
the mistake was often quite easy to find just by looking to the formulas in the cells a 
little more carefully. 
 
Most of the mistakes were not calculation mistakes but only display problems, like a 
wrong color coming up with the results, wrong limit values, wrong characteristics for 
the materials… 
 
A sample of the mistakes I found in the program is given below: 
 
Flexion sheet: 
- The limit strain for concrete was set to 2‰ instead of 3,5‰. Once this was 
corrected, there was still a problem: the value 2,5‰ was not taken into 
account for the verification. Indeed when the final strain in concrete was 
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between 2‰ and 3,5‰, the program said there was a failure in the concrete 
while it should have been OK. 
- The numerical value for the neutral axis in the V3C program was very 
different from the one of the program developed in this work. There was 
apparently a mistake in the “SBAEL” program code. 
- In the SLS, when the limit stresses were exceeded in steel or carbon fiber, 
there was no warning from the program: it said that the section was OK. The 
mistake was caused by an error of sign: the calculated stress was negative 
(traction) while the limit value was given with a positive sign (for example fe 
for steel). Therefore the calculated stress was always lower than the limit 
stress, so the section was always OK concerning steel and carbon fiber 
composite. 
- Problems of display: some cells were visible while they should have been 
hidden, some were green instead of red, some had the wrong text. 
- Some mistakes in the carbon fiber library of the program: when the user 
chooses a type of carbon fiber product, it is related to a library containing all 
the necessary datas about the composite: the modulus of elasticity, the 
section, the limit elongation at the ULS/SLS, the limit stress at the ULS/SLS. 
Some of these values were wrong. 
 
 
The other sheets had the same kinds of mistakes. They were relatively easy to correct, 
but often quite difficult to detect. 
 
 
All the mistakes that have been notified during this work have been corrected by 
Bouygues TP. I cannot be sure that I saw all the mistakes and that all the results will 
be correct now, but I tried to test as many examples as I could, and at least for those 
ones the program gives correct results. 
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3. Design of new jacking consoles 
3.1 Definition of “jacking” 
3.1.1 Principle 
“Jacking” consists in lifting up or lowering a whole structure or a part of it by means 
of hydraulic jacks. The reason can be to lift up a bridge deck in order to change its 
bearing device, or to lower a bridge deck that have been built above its final position 
and that needs to be laid on the bearings. Jacking can also be used on a building, 
when fundations have been affected by settlements. In this case, jacking the building 
can be a way to reposition it. 
 
Jacking can be temporary or permanent, depending if the jacks are removed at the end 
of the operation or not. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: jacking of a building: the middle part of the building has been jacked up to 
reposition it in a horizontal level 
 
 
Difference of level 
between the two 
parts of the building 
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Figure 3.2: jacking used for renewal of bearing device 
 
 
3.1.2 Purpose of jacking consoles 
On the picture above, the jack lies on the top of the bridge pier, close to the bearing 
device. This is possible when there is enough space for it. There is no problem for 
new bridges: almost all of them are deseigned with this space. When it comes to older 
bridges, most of the time there is no space for a jack. 
 
In this case, jacking consoles are needed: concrete or metallic consoles are fixed on 
the sides of the bridge piers, and jacks are put on top of them and can lift the bridge 
deck. 
 
These are temporary consoles: they will be set in place for the jacking and the bridge 
pier will be restored after the jacking operation. 
 
 
Original bearing 
device Hydraulic jack 
Bridge pier 
Bridge deck 
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3.1.3 Console types 
 
The following console is used by VSL France: 
 
 
Figure 3.3: reinforced concrete console 
 
These reinforced concrete consoles are fixed to the pier by prestressing bars. Then the 
friction coefficient between the console and the pier enables the console to take a 
certain load coming from the jack (cf. section 3.2.2 below). 
 
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 below show the typical VSL console and the way it is fixed to the 
bridge pier. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: VSL console (front elevation) 
 
 
 
Anchor plate 
Prestressing bars 
Prestressing bar 
Achor plate 
Position of the jack 
Concrete console 
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Figure 3.5: VSL console fixed on a pier (cross section) 
 
 
 
Similar consoles in steel can be found too: 
 
 
Figure 3.6: metal console  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prestressing bars 
Hydraulic jacks 
Wedges 
Bridge pier 
Bridge deck 
Concrete console 
Metal console 
Jack 
Prestressing bar 
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3.2 Fixing of the consoles 
Two possibilities exist to fix the console to the bridge pier: either the load is 
transferred to the structure through friction forces between the console and the pier 
due to the prestressing bars that press the console against the pier, or the console 
works in tension-shear force. In this case, the bars are not prestressed but they must 
have a sufficient shear strength to resist to the vertical load coming from the jack, and 
a sufficient tensile strength to resist to the tensile loads caused by the excentricity of 
the jack in relation to the interface console-pier. 
The VSL France consoles are concrete consoles that work with prestressing bars 
(Figure 3.3). In this work, the first important part was to study prestressing bars and 
losses, in order to be able to design new ones.  
 
 
 
3.2.1 Prestressing bars 
The prestressing bars used by VSL France are bars of either Macalloy, Dywidag or 
Annahütte type. All bar types have a certification on a European level: a European 
Technical Approval (ETA), delivered by the European Organisation for Technical 
Approvals (EOTA).  
 
 
The properties of Macalloy bars are given in the ETA 07-0046. VSL France uses six 
kinds of threadbars, corresponding to six different diameters. They all have a 
characteristic tensile strength of 1030 MPa. They can be tensioned to 80% of the 
tensile strength maximum (i.e. 0,8×1030=824MPa). Here are some properties: 
 
Diameter 
(mm) 25 26.5 32 36 40 50 
Characteristic 
Tensile Load 
Capacity Fpk 
(kN) 
506 568 828 1048 1294 2022 
Maximum 
Prestressing 
force  
= 0,8Fpk (kN) 
405 454 662 834 (838?) 1035 1618 
Table 3.1: properties of Macalloy threadbars according to ETA 07-0046 
 
 
 
The properties of Dywidag bars are given in the ETA 05-0123. VSL France uses 
threadbars with five different diameters. They all have a characteristic tensile strength 
of 1050 MPa and can be tensioned up to 80% of the characteristic tensile strength 
(=840 MPa). It is even possible to have an overtension going up to 95% of the 
characteristic 0.1% proof-stress of prestressing steel if the force in the prestressing 
jack is accurate enough: 
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Diameter (mm) 26 WR 32 WR 36 WR 40 WR 47 WR 
Characteristic Tensile 
Load Capacity Fpk (kN) 
580 845 1070 1320 1821 
Maximum prestressing 
force = 0,8Fpk (kN) 
464 676 856 1056 1457 
Maximum overstressing 
force = 0,95Fp0,1k (kN) 
499 722 912 1131 1566 
Table 3.2: properties of Dywidag threadbars according to ETA 05-0123 
 
The properties of Annahütte prestressing bars are the same as the Dywidag’s. They 
are given in the ETA 05-0122 which is almost exactly the same as the ETA 05-0123 of 
Dywidag. 
 
 
 
3.2.2 Load transfer 
The normal load that is needed in the prestressing bars in order to press the console 
against the pier and to resist to the load from the jack is given in the standard NF P 
95-104 called: “Repair and strengthening of concrete and masonry structures”. 
The section 6.5 of this standard gives the formula with the relation between the 
horizontal prestressing force Np that is needed to resist to the vertical load from the 
jack Pm, when there is a friction coefficient φ between the console surface and the pier 
surface. 
 
At the ULS:  
mPP PN 35,1≥××
ϕγ
ϕγ  
 
where γP = 0,85  is a safety factor due to the uncertainty about the prestressing force, 
and γφ = 1,2  is another safety factor due to the uncertainty about the friction 
coefficient φ. 
 
According to this standard, the usual value for φ  is 0.5 for a console made of concrete 
and with the application of a resin at the interface console/pier.  
 
Thanks to this formula, if the vertical load Pm coming from the jack is known, then 
the normal force Np that is needed in the prestressing bars can be deducted. In this 
way, the number of prestressing bars needed can be found, keeping in mind that there 
will be prestress losses: 
(Total prestressing force on the console) – (prestress losses) > Np 
 
It is then very important to estimate prestress losses accurately. In the following 
section, prestress losses for post-tensioning will be detailed, on the one hand 
according to the French standard called BPEL, and on the other hand according to the 
European standard Eurocode 2. The company had an Excel file that was done to 
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calculate these losses according to the formulas in the BPEL, and one of my tasks was 
to update this file in order to calculate the losses according to Eurocode 2. This is the 
reason why a detailed comparison of the two standards will be done in the following 
section. 
 
 
3.2.3 Prestressing losses for post-tensioning 
Immediate losses of prestress for post-tensioning to take into account are: 
- Losses due to friction, with parameters that can be found in the ETA of each 
kind of bar;  
- Losses at anchorage, due to a wedge draw-in and to a deformation of the 
anchorage itself;  
- Losses due to the instantaneous deformation of concrete. 
 
Time-dependent losses of prestress for post-tensioning due to:  
- the creep of concrete; 
- the shrinkage of concrete; 
- the relaxation of steel. 
 
VSL France had an Excel file that could help to calculate prestressing losses 
according to the Règles BPEL 91 modifiées 99 which are the last French rules about 
prestressed concrete before the Eurocode. 
 
This file has been updated in order to have the losses according to the Eurocode 2 and 
not the BPEL any more.  
In the following subsections a. to g.,a comparison between the losses according to 
BPEL and the losses according to the Eurocode 2 is carried out. 
 
 
a. Losses due to friction 
 
BPEL, Article 3.3,11 : 
 
For a bar with a length L between anchorages and with a prestressing stress σp0 at one 
extremity, the stress at the other extremity is: 
 
Lf
pp eL
ϕασσ −−= 00 )(  
 
Which means that the losses due to friction are:  
 
( )Lfpp e ϕασσ −−−=∆ 100  
 
where: 
- f = coefficient of friction between the tendon and its duct; 
- α = sum of the angular displacements over the distance L; 
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- φ = coefficient of tension losses per unit length. 
 
f and φ were given in the old brochures from the bar suppliers, before the publication 
of the ETA. α is supposed to be equal to zero for a straight bar. 
 
 
Eurocode 2, Article 5.10.5.2 
Losses due to friction are now:  
 
( )( )kLpp e +−−=∆ θµσσ 100  
where: 
- μ = coefficient of friction between the tendon and its duct (= f  of the BPEL); 
- θ = sum of the angular displacements over the distance L (= α du BPEL) ; 
- k = unintentional angular displacement for internal tendons, per unit length 
(μk = φ of BPEL). 
 
The numerical values for μ and k are given in the ETA, and θ is equal to zero.  
 
The two formulas, from BPEL and Eurocode 2, are therefore identical. 
 
 
 
b. Losses at anchorage 
 
When the load is transferred from the jack to the anchorage, there is a displacement of 
the wedges, called draw-in slip. This draw-in slip is written g and is given in mm in 
the ETA. In order to reduce the losses due to the draw-in slip of the anchorage, it is 
advisable to repeat the tensioning at least twice. In this way, most of the draw-in 
happens during the first tensioning, and only a small draw-in happens during the 
second tensioning. 
 
The draw-in slip implies a reduction of the bar length, and therefore a loss of tension 
stresses in this bar. 
 
Draw-in value: g  (mm) 
Deformation of the bar: g / L  (‰, with L in meters) 
Tension losses in the bar:  
pg EL
g
×=∆σ  
 
with Ep the modulus of elasticity of the prestressing bar in GPa. In both the BPEL and 
Eurocode 2, it is explained that the g value is given in the technical approval of the 
bar provider. 
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c. Losses due to the instantaneous deformation of concrete 
 
BPEL, Article 3.3,13 : 
ij
bj
pe E
k
E
σ
σ
∆
×=∆  
 
where: 
- Δσbj = stress variation at the center of gravity of the prestressing bars; 
- k = (n-1) / 2n  where  n is the number of prestressing bars; 
- Eij = modulus of instantaneous longitudinal deformation of concrete (Article 
2.1,42 of the BPEL). 
 
 
Eurocode 2, Article 5.10.5.1 : 
cm
c
p
p
el
e E
j
E
A
P σ
σ
∆
×=
∆
=∆  
 
where: 
- j = k  of the BPEL; 
- Δσc = Δσbj   of the BPEL; 
- Ecm = modulus of elasticity of concrete (given in table 3.1 of the article 3.1.2 
of the Eurocode 2). 
 
The formulas are identical in theory, but the value given to the modulus of elasticity 
of concrete is slightly different. 
 
 
 
d. Losses due to the relaxation of steel: 
 
BPEL, Annex 2, Article 3 : 
 
For a given value of the relaxation loss (in %) at 1000 hours after tensioning at a 
temperature of 20°C, written ρ1000, the BPEL has a formula giving the losses due to 
relaxation j days after the tensioning and at the distance x of the stressing anchorage: 
 
( )
( )
( )xejjx piσρσ
µµ
ρ ××




 ××=∆
−−
25,1
5,710175,0
1000 1000
24008,0,  
 
where: 
- μ = σpi(x) / fprg  where σpi(x) is the initial tension in the bar, after deduction of 
immediate losses, and fprg is the characteristic tensile strength of the bar 
(=fpk); 
- ρ1000 = 3 % according to the ETA;  
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- j = 500 000 / 24 = 20833 days is the value that should be taken for j if we 
consider long-term losses.  
 
 
Eurocode 2, Article 3.3.2 : 
 
Hot rolled bars are part of Class 3 according to this article of the Eurocode. j days 
after the tensioning, losses due to the relaxation are:  
( )
( )
( )xjejx pipr σρσ
µ
µ ××




 ×××=∆ −
−
5
175,0
8
1000 101000
2498,1,  
 
where the parameters have the same meaning as in the BPEL’s formula. 
The expression:   25,.1
5,710 −µ
e   in the BPEL  can be written: 68 −× ee µ , and considering 
that: 56 1098,1008,0 −− ×=× e , we can point out that the two formulas are in fact the 
same. 
 
 
e. Losses due to the creep of concrete 
 
BPEL, Article 3.3,22 : 
 
This is a simplificated formula of the long-term tension losses due to the creep of 
concrete: 
2,5 pfl b
ij
E
E
σ σ∆ =  
where σb is the final stress in concrete, due to the permanent loads (including 
prestressing loads). 
 
 
 
Eurocode 2, Article 3.1.4 : 
 
The long-term deform ation of concrete because of creep is: 
( ) ( )
c
c
cc E
tt
σ
ϕε ⋅∞=∞ 00 ,,  
where: 
- φ(∞,t0) = final creep coefficient given by the Figure 3.1 of the Article 3.1.4 of 
Eurocode 2; 
- t0 = age of concrete at the time of the loading (in days). 
 
In order to know the strain of the concrete j days after tensioning (not the long-term 
deformation), the complex formulas of the Annex B of the Eurocode 2 could be used, 
but to make it easier I used the r(t) function of the BPEL (Article 2.1,51) which is a 
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way to estimate time-dependent losses t days after the tensioning if the long-term 
losses are known (Article 3.3,24 of BPEL).  
 
Thus, the strain in concrete, j days after tensioning, is: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )00 ,, tjrtj cccc ∞⋅= εε  
 
With: r(j) = j / (j+9rm), where rm = B/u with B = section of the element and u = 
external perimeter of the element. 
 
Losses due to creep  j days after tensioning are then:  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0, , pcc cc p c
c
E
j j t E r j t
E
σ ε ϕ σ∆ = ⋅ = ⋅ ∞ ⋅ ⋅  
 
f. Shrinkage 
 
BPEL, Article 3.3,2 : 
 
The long-term tension loss due to the shrinkage of concrete is: 
( )[ ] prr Etr 01−=∆ εσ  
 
Where: 
- εr = final shrinkage of concrete, as given in the Article 2.1,51 of the BPEL:  
o εr = 0,15 ‰ in very wet regions; 
o εr = 0,2 ‰ in wet regions,like France, except the South-East region; 
o εr = 0,3 ‰ in temperate-dry regions, like in the South-East France; 
o εr = 0,4 ‰ in warm and dry regions; 
o εr = 0,5 ‰ in very dry or desertical regions. 
- t0 = age of concrete at the time of tensioning;  
- r(t0) = function giving the evolution ot shrinkage with time, as explained in 
the Article 2.1,51 of the BPEL: r(t0) = t0 / (t0 +9rm), 
 
 
Eurocode 2, Article 3.1.4 : 
 
The total strain due to the shrinkage at the time t is:  
εcs(t) = εcd(t) + εca(t) 
where:  
- εcs(t) = total shrinkage deformation; 
- εcd(t) = drying shrinkage deformation; 
- εca(t) = autogenous shrinkage deformation; 
- t = age of concrete, in days. 
Formulas giving εcd(t) and εca(t) are in the Article 3.1.4 of the Eurocode 2. 
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Thus the tension losses due to shrinkage j days after tensioning (tensioning at the time 
t0) are: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) pcscscs Ettj ⋅−=∆ 0εεσ  
 
Note: relation between parameters: t = t0 + j 
 
 
g. Total of time-dependent losses 
 
BPEL, Article 3.3,2 : 
 
Total value of the long-term losses (time-dependent losses):  
ρσσσσ ∆+∆+∆=∆ 6
5
flrd  
 
The coefficient 5/6 just before the losses due to the relaxation of steel bars is 
explained by the diminution of these relaxation losses with the creep and shrinkage of 
concrete. 
Total value of time-dependent losses, j days after tensioning: 
 
( ) ddj jr σσ ∆⋅=∆  
 
where r(j) is once more the function of evolution given in the Article 2.1,51 of the 
BPEL. 
 
 
Eurocode 2, Article 5.10.6 : 
 
Total value of time-dependent losses, j days after tensioning:  
  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )[ ]02
,
,8,0111
,8,0
ttz
I
A
A
A
E
E
jjLj
j
cp
c
c
c
p
cm
p
ccprcs
rscp
ϕ
σσσ
σ
+





++
∆+∆⋅+∆
=∆ ++  
 
were: 
- Ic = moment of inertia of the concrete section; 
- zcp = distance between the center of gravity of the concrete section and the 
prestressing bars.  
All the other parameters have already been defined.  
 
The numerator of this formula is similar to the formula in the BPEL (with 0,8 ≈ 5/6). 
The main compared to the BPEL is the presence of the denominator which is larger 
than 1 and therefore reduces the total value of the time-dependent losses. 
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3.3 Design of new consoles 
3.3.1 Choice of the material 
The present consoles are made of reinforced concrete and are 65 cm high, 45 cm wide 
and 35 cm thick. If we consider that the density of concrete is 2500 kg/m3, this means 
that these consoles weigh 256 kg. Handling these consoles are therefore not very 
easy, a lifting device is necessary. 
 
One of my tasks during my internship was to design new jacking consoles that are 
easier to handle, which means basically lighter and smaller. 
 
The first idea was to think about steel consoles instead of concrete consoles. Indeed 
steel has higher strength than concrete so the amount of material could be 
considerably reduced. However two objections convinced us that steel would 
probably not be better than concrete. 
 
The first objection concerned the friction coefficient φ between the console and the 
pier, mentioned in section 3.2.2. Indeed according to the standard NF P 95-104, the 
value given to φ for a concrete console would be 0.5 while it would be only 0.37 for a 
metal console. 
This means that to resist to the same vertical load, if 4 prestressing bars are sufficient 
for a concrete console, then 6 bars would be necessary if the console was made of 
metal. This implies more work and construction costs. 
 
The second objection concerns the high density of steel compared to the concrete’s 
(7850 kg/m3 for steel, 2500 kg/m3
3.3.2 Geometry of consoles 
 for concrete). We quickly realised that steel plates 
and stiffeners had to be thick enough in order to resist to the large loads and large 
enough to avoid risks for compressive failure at the bearing surfaces. 
Finally, considering all these elements, it was obvious that a metal console would not 
be much better than a concrete console. 
 
For these reasons, a reinforced concrete design was decided for the consoles. 
 
 
 
As it has already been mentioned before, VSL France uses bars of the type Macalloy, 
Dywidag or Annahütte (the two last ones have the same characteristics). A diameter 
of 40 mm is common for these bars during jacking operations, that is why it was 
decided that the new consoles should be able to be used with bars of this diameter. I 
designed consoles for 6 bars, when heavy loads need to be jacked, but also consoles 
for 4 bars that are often sufficient at lower load levels. 
 
The aim was to minimise the dimensions of consoles as much as possible. The 
problem is that they cannot be too small, because they need to offer space for 4 or 6 
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anchor plates, and the section of the console in contact with the pear should be large 
enough to avoid the risk of failure at bearing surfaces. 
 
Standard Macalloy anchor plates are squares of 160 x 160 mm², while Dywidag plates 
are squares of 220 x 220 mm². The Dywidag plates are much larger than the 
Macalloy’s, and they would need larger consoles than the Macalloy’s. In order not to 
have such large consoles, it was decided that the bar diameter would be limited to 36 
mm for Dywidag (and still 40 mm for Macalloy). For a bar of 36 mm diameter, the 
Dywidag anchor plate is a square of 200 x 200 mm². 
 
That is why the geometry of consoles is: 
- 4 bars console: concrete consoles with two rows of two bars, 450 mm wide, 
450 mm high, and 300 mm thick; 
- 6 bars consoles: concrete consoles with three rows of two bars, 450 mm wide, 
660 mm high and 300 mm thick. 
 
Moreover the console is protected by a steel shell, on the lateral surfaces (cf. Figures 
3.7 and 3.8). This shell is 20 mm thick on the upper and lower faces (in order to 
spread the load from the jacks into the concrete of the console), and 5 mm thick on 
the side faces (where hooks will be welded for lifting the console). 
 
Figure 3.7 below shows a general view of the 4-bars console with Dywidag anchor 
plates (bars 36 mm maximum): 
 
 
Figure 3.7: 4-bars console with Dywidag anchor plates 
 
 
 
 
General view of the 6-bars console with Dywidag anchor plates (bars 36 mm 
maximum): 
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Figure 3.8: 6-bars console with Dywidag anchor plates 
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3.4 Design of reinforcement bars 
The amount and disposition of reinforcement bars that are needed are designed 
according to the Annex 4 of the BPEL.  
 
All the details of the calculations are not given in this paper, since the company 
would like to keep them confidential. However, all the formulas and principles of the 
calculation that can be found in the BPEL are given below. 
 
Figure 3.9 below is a plan section of a console that would be fixed against the pier 
thanks to a prestressing force F0. The picture shows roughly the stress distribution in 
this section, which also indicates where reinforcement bars are needed. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9: stress distribution in a prestressed section  
(picture from BPEL) 
 
 
The area between SA and SR is called “regularization zone”. In this zone, areas with 
compression stresses are in white while areas with tension stresses are in grey. Two 
different areas with tension stresses are shown on this picture, which means that two 
different kinds of steel reinforcement bars will be necessary: the first ones, called 
“surface reinforcement bars”, are necessary just behind the section SA where the 
prestressing force is applied. The other reinforcement bars, called “split reinforcement 
bars”, are necessary inside the section in order to resist to the nucleus of tension 
stresses that tend to make the concrete crack. 
 
Then, other reinforcement bars are necessary in order to satisfy the general 
equilibrium of the structure: minimum section of reinforcement bars to resist to the 
normal force, and minimum section to resist to the shear force. 
F0 
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3.4.1 Surface reinforcement bars: As 
 
BPEL, Appendix 4, Article 1.2,1: 
 
Figure 3.10: model for console design 
(picture from BPEL) 
 
 
The minimum section of surface reinforcement bars needed is: 
( )0
lim
max
0,04 js
s
F
A
σ
= ×  
where: 
- j = level of prestressing bars (see Figure 3.10 above); 
- Fj0 = total prestressing force at level j; 
- σslim = 2/3 fe   =  design tensile strength for steel. 
 
 
 
3.4.2 Split reinforcement bars: Ae 
 
BPEL, Appendix 4, Article 1.2,2: 
 
Maximum split stress in the prism corresponding to the anchorage level j: 
 
j = 1 
j = 2 
j = 3 
e’ 
a2 
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00,5 1
'
j j
tej
j j
a F
d e d
σ
 
= −  
 
 
 
where: 
- aj = dimension of the anchorage plate (cf. Figure 3.10); 
- dj = dimension of the symmetric prism  (cf. Figure 3.10); 
- e’ = dimension of the console, perpendicular to the study plan (cf. Figure 
3.10); 
 
 
Average compressive stress: 
0
'
j
xmj
j
F
e d
σ =  
 
These two following relations must be verified before going further: 
1, 25tej tjfσ ≤       and      
2
3xmj cj
fσ ≤  
 
If one of these two conditions is not satisfied, the section of concrete needs to be 
increased or the prestressing force has to be smaller. Otherwise there is a risk of 
splitting the concrete, even with split reinforcement bars. 
 
If these conditions are satisfied, then it is possible to calculate the amount of split 
reinforcement bars that is needed: 
 
Resultant force of split stresses at level j: 
00, 25 1
j
j j
j
a
R F
d
 
= −  
 
 
 
 
For each level j is calculated a section Aej of split reinforcement bars: 
lim
j
ej
j s
R
A
k σ
=  
where: 
- kj = 1       if  j is a “side level”; 
- kj = 1,5    if j is an “intern level”, which means that in case of failure in 
concrete at this level, the levels around can still help to the resistance (cf. 
Figure 3.10).  
 
 
The section Ae that is necessary in the section is: 
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( )
( )0
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sup max
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A F
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
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3.4.3 Longitudinal reinforcement bars: Al 
 
Once the design of reinforcement bars in the regularization zone has been done, the 
consoles need traditional longitudinal and transversal reinforcement bars to resist to 
compression and shear forces. 
 
The Article A.8.1,2 of the BAEL, which is the French standard concerning reinforced 
concrete, recommends a minimal section of longitudinal reinforcement bars for a 
compressed element: 
4lA p≥ ×       cm² 
where p is the length of the edge of element which is perpendicular to these 
reinforcement bars. 
 
 
3.4.4 Transversal reinforcement bars: At 
 
The Article A.5.1,22 of the BAEL also recommends a minimal section of transversal 
reinforcement bars (stirrups): 
00, 4t
t e
A b
s f
≥ ×  
where: 
- st = distance between two consecutive stirrups (m) 
- b0 = width of the element – console in our case (m) 
- fe = yield limit for steel (MPa) 
 
The AutoCAD drawings below illustrate the results of these calculations. By using 
the formula of section 3.2.2, it is also possible to calculate the maximum load that a 
console can take: around 100 tonnes for 4 bars consoles, and 150 tonnes for 6 bars 
consoles. 
 
It is important to note that if consoles are cast in-situ and not precast, then the friction 
coefficient is better, so the maximum load that can be taken by the jacks is larger. 
However it costs more money and take more time to cast in-situ instead of having 
precast consoles. 
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3.4.5 Disposition of reinforcement bars in the console 
 
Reinforcement bars in the 4-bars console:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11: reinforcement bars in the 4-bars console  
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Reinforcement bars in the 6-bars console: 
 
 
Figure 3.12: reinforcement bars in the 6-bars console 
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4. General conclusion 
 
As it was developped in the first part of this work, carbon fiber strengthening is a very 
interesting solution to reinforce old structures: it is easy to apply, it is durable (no risk 
of corrosion) and it has high mechanical characteristics. It is now a relatively 
common solution to strengthening and it is important for a company to have a trustful 
tool to calculate the amount of carbon fiber needed.  
The V3C program I worked on is one of these tools, designing carbon fiber 
composites according to the French standard BAEL. This kinf of program must 
probably exist in the other companies using carbon fiber strengthening, but every 
company tends to keep it in an internal area. 
The final version of the V3C, after I worked on it, has satisfied the tests I run on it. I 
tried to cover as many situations as I could but there are certainly some particular 
cases that I did not think of, that is why the user should still be careful with the results 
if he uses the program in a situation lightly different than common ones. But this kind 
of programs need time and experience in order to be totally correct. 
 
 
Concerning jacking consoles, the discussion is still open. The new consoles I 
designed are a bit smaller and probably more durable than the old ones, but it did not 
offer the improvement that we were expecting at the beginning. They are not much 
lighter, they still need a lifting device to be fixed on the pier. The question is then to 
wonder if it would not be better to cast the console in place, instead of having precast 
consoles. Then the friction coefficient would be better, so we would need maybe less 
prestressing bars. On the other hand this means that we cannot use the consoles again, 
more time is needed for casting and drying of concrete, so it costs more money. 
The reflexion between precast consoles or cast in place consoles has to be thought for 
each project. Both have advantages and disadvantages. 
Another direction could be to study the solution of a lighter metal, like aluminium. 
However the knowledge about aluminium structures, concerning their design and 
their durability, was not sufficient for us to cary out a study with a result for the 
company during the short time I had, and we prefered to focus on reinforced concrete 
consoles than aluminium consoles. 
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Appendix 1: Avis Technique 3/07-524  - V2C® 
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Appendix 1: Avis Technique 3/07-524 – V2C®, page 2/11 
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